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SUSTAINABILITY IS AT THE
CORE OF OUR BUSINESS
RECYCLABILITY - SINGLE USE PRODUCTS

REUSABLE PRODUCTS

Our single use products are ideal where it is geographically
difficult or not cost-effective to return to source. We ensure that the
components used can be recycled or disposed of without affecting
the environment. Paper and board can be bailed, collected and
pulped for further use in the paper industry, whilst some insulation
materials can be ground down for repurposing into new products.

We offer a wide range of reusable packaging systems, all of which
can used and reused repeatedly. At the end of life of the product,
outer components can be recycled (corrugated paper and plastic)
TIC panels can be drained of PCM coolant and ground up. The VIP
insulation material can be stripped or their outer covering and used
for fuel in commercial incinerators.

RENTAL PROGRAMS

RECYCLABILITY - MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

We offer a number of bulk shipper products for rent, via our Credo
on Demand and Credo on Reserve programmes which support the
sustainability commitments made by the dynamic, ever changing
global pharmaceutical and cold chain industries.

We also ensure that as much waste generated in our manufacturing
process is also recycled. This can be either paper or board which
is bailed, collected and pulped for further use in the paper industry,
or plastics which are collected and sorted, for use in anything from
road surfaces to park benches.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT PELI BIOTHERMAL PRODUCTS, PLEASE CONTACT:
INFO@PELIBIOTHERMAL.COM

T: +44 (0)1525 243 770
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